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Si — System Integration

We pride ourselves in making the most kickass, cutting edge frames in cycling. That’s 
great and all, but you don’t race a frame, you race a complete bike, so it just seems 
like common sense to design it like one.

The essence of our System Integration philosophy is that if key components of the 
bike are optimized to work specifi cally with each other and with the frame, the result 
is a better performing bike. Rather than limiting ourselves by designing frames to 
accept off-the-shelf standards, we develop component technologies and frames as 
a complete package, each designed specifi cally for the other. Technologies like the 
KNØT 64 wheels, Lefty, BB30, HollowGram, OutFront Steering Geometry and our Ai 
Drivetrain offer real, tangible benefi ts to the rider, and all are a direct result of our 
System Integration philosophy. Si bikes are lighter, stiffer, better handling and simply 
faster than anything else out there. Don’t compromise…Optimize!

What it is:

Our philosophy of designing frames 
and key components together as a 
system to achieve higher levels of 
performance.

Why it Matters:

Si allows our engineers to create better 
performance solutions like Lefty Ocho, 
BB30, Ai and OutFront Geometry 
without having to wait around for the 
rest of the industry to decide it’s a good 
idea.
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What it is:

A proprietary system in which 
Cannondale moves the drivetrain 
outboard by 6mm to allow for 
ultra-short chainstays and a stiffer 
rear wheel, with none of the usual 
compromises.

Why it Matters:

Short chainstays improve traction and 
agility. Ai allows us to engineer ultra 
short chainstays, without sacrificing 
tire clearance, chainstay stiffness or 
the ability to run dual chainrings. And 
as a bonus, it also creates a stiffer, 
stronger rear wheel.

Short chainstays.They're so hot right now. These days, everyone's talking 
about how short their chainstays are. Soon, companies will be claiming they 
have chainstays shorter than the effective radius of their wheels. And for good 
reason. Short stays are great for traction - they get the rear wheel in under 
the rider's weight better on steep climbs - and they bring some much-needed 
agility and nimbleness to bikes with big diameter wheels. But let's get real for 
a second. Space in that rear triangle is already at a premium, so if you want 
to move the rear wheel even further in, something's got to give. If you look 
at most of the bikes out there with short chainstays, you'll notice that they've 
made some significant sacrifices to get there. They've gotten rid of the front 
derailleur and 2nd chainring. They've given up clearance for bigger tires or 
mud. They've made their driveside chainstay super skinny and flexy. Or most 
likely, some unholy combination of 
all three. 

We had a better idea. Our Ai system simply shifts the chainrings, front derail-
leur and chainstay over by 6mm, which creates tons of room for the wheel to 
come forward, shortening the stays without sacrificing anything. But of course, 
if you move the chainrings over, the rear cogs need to move over the same 
amount to maintain ideal chainline. Rather than creating some special wider, 
heavier rear hub, the Ai system simply takes a standard rear wheel and re-dish-
es it over by 6mm. The result? Even spoke angles and tension on both sides, 
resulting in a massively stiffer, stronger rear wheel, with no additional weight. 

Thanks to our System Integration philosophy, Ai lets you have your short chain-
stay cake and eat it too! Ultra short chainstays, full tire clearance, 2x compati-
bility, robust chainstays and a stiffer, stronger rear wheel to boot. What's not to 
like? Ai is the smartest way to short stays.

Ai — Asymmetric Integration

Drivetrain 6mm 
to the right

2 Chainring Compatible

Great mud and tire clearance

Front Derailleur 6mm to the 
right – ample tire clearance for 

super short chainstay

Rim in line 
with seat tube

Even spoke 
length, tension 
and bracing angle

Drivetrain 6mm 
to the right
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OutFront Steering Geometry

What it is:

OutFront Steering Geometry pairs 
a slack head angle with a long fork 
offset (rake) to increase stability and 
confidence while maintaining the 
quick-handling agility and climbing 
control needed for XC, cyclocross, 
gravel and pavement bikes. 

Why it Matters:

OutFront gives you the best of both 
worlds: Stable, confident handling 
at high speeds, and quick, nimble 
handling at slow speeds.

Conventional thinking says that bike handling is either quick and agile, which 
makes them nervous and twitchy at speed, or it is slack and stable, which 
makes them sluggish and floppy when things slow down. OutFront Steering 
Geometry proves conventional thinking wrong.

OutFront starts with a progressively slack head angle, which improves high-
speed stability and confidence, and pairs it with a longer-than-normal fork 
rake (offset). This long rake does two important things: One, it increases Front-
Center distance more than the slack head angle could on its own, which puts 
the wheel further out in front of the rider, helping it ride up and over obstacles 
and reducing the likelihood of going over the bars in rough terrain or under 
panic braking. Two, it actually REDUCES a crucial measurement called “trail”. 
Trail is the distance between where the head angle line, and a line drawn verti-
cally down from the axle, meet the ground, and it is a key driver of the self-cen-
tering effect of bicycle steering. The bigger the “trail” measurements, the 
greater the self-centering effect and the slower the bicycle will steer. By 
using a longer fork rake to reduce the trail, we can exploit the stability of a 
slack head angle, without the sluggish slow speed handling usually associated 
with it. It's the best of both worlds: slack and stable on fast, challenging 
terrain, yet quick and agile at slow speeds and on climbs.

Note:
OutFront Geometry is designed specifi cally to add major stability and confi dence to categories of bikes that demand outstanding nimbleness 
and agility - like XC, cyclocross, gravel, urban, etc. 
We don’t use OutFront geo on more aggressive, descending-oriented categories like DH, Enduro and Trail, because adding additional fork rake 
to their already extremely slack head angles could push the wheel out too far, preventing the rider from being able to effectively weight the front 
wheel in corners. These categories are actually better served with a shorter fork rake, which increases the trail, maximizes stability and keeps the 
wheel more under the rider. Different solutions, optimized for different needs!

Slack Head Angle

Long Front Center

Long Offset

Tight Trail
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BallisTec Carbon™

BallisTec is Cannondale’s proprietary method of high-strength, high-stiffness carbon 
construction. It is the ideal blend of the most advanced materials in the world 
combined with the most advanced carbon engineering and design. The results speak 
for themselves. In mountain bikes, it lets us build exceptionally strong, light bikes like 
the Scalpel-Si, F-Si, and Habit. On the road, it enables us to push the boundaries of 
light weight while tightly controlling the frame’s overall stiffness and ride feel on bikes 
like the new SystemrSix and F-Si, SuperSix EVO and SuperX.

It starts with a base structure composed of ultra-strong fi bers like those used for 
military ballistic armoring, and high-strength, high-impact resins similar to what is 
used in the construction of carbon baseball bats; light, stiff and designed to endure 
thousands of deformation cycles. We combine these fi bers and this resin in a lay-up 
designed to maximize the anisotropic (direction-specifi c) qualities of the fi bers in a 
carbon structure that is extremely light, extremely stiff and capable of withstanding 
high loads without damage or loss of structural integrity. This enables the frames to 
pass all of our extremely tough destructive and fatigue testing, and ensures that they 
are up to the rigors of real-world riding. To tune the overall stiffness and ride-feel 
of the frame, we strategically add the stiffer, but more brittle higher modulus fi bers 
to create an interconnected network of stiffening fi bers throughout the frame. This 
allows us to precisely tune in different amounts of stiffness and defl ection at different 
points throughout the frame, creating an unbelievably balanced and nuanced ride.

BallisTec Carbon Construction comes in two versions:

BallisTec Hi-MOD™
BallisTec at its best. Both versions share the same ultra strong base structure, but the 
Hi-MOD version uses a a sophisticated mix of high and ultra-high modulus fibers to create 
the stiffening network. Due to their extreme rigidity, we can gain tremendous stiffness with 
less material, which keeps the overall structure weight to a minimum. The Hi-MOD fibers 
also deliver a communicative, lively ride-feel that keeps riders more connected with the 
road surface, letting them push the limits with greater control.

BallisTec carbon™
This version shares the same structure, lay-up and shapes as the Hi-MOD versions but the 
stiffness and ride feel are dialed in with multiple layers of intermediate-modulus fibers, 
rather than the more expensive high modulus fibers. This additional material adds a slight 
amount of weight but delivers similar stiffness and deflection as the Hi-MOD versions, and 
enables us to offer BallisTec technology to more riders.

What it is:

BallisTec is Cannondale's proprietary 
method of high-strength, high-
stiffness carbon construction.

Why it Matters:

It allows us to tightly control frame 
stiffness and strength, so we can push 
the boundaries of light weight and 
ride-feel with total confidence (and 
lifetime warranties.)
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CAAD Cannondale Advanced Aluminum Design 
CAAD stands for Cannondale Advanced Aluminum Design. It's the umbrella under which all 
Cannondale aluminum technology sits, as well as the name of some of our coolest products,  
like CAAD12, Fat CAAD and CAADX. The name has lot of history, and has become synonymous  
with high performance aluminum. Fitting for the brand that pioneered high-performance  
aluminum bicycles in the first place.

In 2014, Cannondale engineers developed an innovative system and meth-
odology for designing bike frames that has revolutionized the entire product 
creation process. It began with a relatively simple, yet brilliant idea that fun-
damentally turned the design process on its head. Rather than starting with 
a tube shape in mind and simply modifying its dimensions to fill our need, 
our engineers begin by identifying the all the real needs the tube must fulfill, 
and defining them digitally. Once those needs are defined, specially created 
CAD software is unleashed to create the tube that most efficiently fulfills those 
needs. The highly sophisticated software allows us to virtually create and test 
hundreds of different iterations of designs quickly and efficiently to determine 
the optimum configurations, improving areas otherwise overlooked by tradi-
tional design methods and unlocking the true hidden performance potential 
of the material. The results are incredibly efficient use of materials and organic, 
flowing tube shapes - free of crimps, indents or awkward transitions that affect 
strength or stiffness. The stunning new CAAD12, with its fluid lines, ultra-light 
brazed disc mounts (patent-pending) and unmatchable aluminum perfor-
mance, is a direct product of this new Flow Modeling system.

What it is:

A revolutionary method of bicycle 
design developed by Cannondale 
engineers, combining their insight 
and experience with the interactive 
horsepower of big computing.

Why it Matters:

Allows engineers to quickly create and 
test hundreds of virtual tube profiles to 
determine the optimal shape for each 
frame tube.
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SmartForm Alloy Construction

SmartForm C1 Premium:
Our most obsessively advanced alloy contruction, for when 
every last gram matters. All the metal forming and welding 
tricks of our C1 construction, but made with 6069 aluminum 
alloy, rather than 6061. With higher tensile strength and better 
elongation, 6069 is more expensive and harder to work with 
than 6061, but with it we can use less material for lighter weight 
while retaining exceptional stiffness and strength.

SmartForm C1:
Intensively engineered aluminum construction. C1 uses every 
technique in our arsenal to eliminate excess material and create 
truly optimized tube shapes. Hydroforming, swaging, mechanc-
ial shaping, forging, ultra refined taper butting and full dou-
ble-pass smooth welds throughout all combine to create frames 
that are incredibly light and extremely stiff, with a ride-feel that 
could only come from Cannondale.

By pairing three decades of accumulated aluminum construction experi-
ence with the advanced design capabilities of our Flow Modeling Process, 
SmartForm techniques deliver incredibly precise wall thickness distribution 
and tube shapes, concentrating material exactly where needed to maximize 
stiffness and strength, while shaving every last extraneous gram from the 
structure. Internally, all butting is accomplished via smooth, tapered transitions 
to eliminate the abrupt changes in material thickness which cause stress-risers. 
Unlike the putty-and-paint “smooth” welds of our competition, Cannondale’s 
legendary double-pass smooth welds create the strongest possible joints. 
Combined with our post-weld, heat-treat process that creates an true one-
piece finished structure, and you’ve got simply the most advanced aluminum 
frames available anywhere.

What it is:

The most advanced aluminum frame 
construction on the planet.

Why it Matters:

SmartForm construction allows 
Cannondale to make the lightest,  
best riding aluminum frames on  
the market.

SmartForm C2:
Not every frame can be C1. It's simply too costly and labor 
intensive but, make no mistake, that passion for high-perfor-
mance aluminum carries throughout our line. Our SmartForm 
C2 frames feature many of the sophisticated framebuilding 
techniques found on the unmatchable C1 frames. Refined butt-
ing, precisely controlled tube shapes and our exceptional dou-
ble-pass welds combine to create frames that others would be 
proud to call their best. World class weights, great stiffness and 
that unmistakeable Cannondale ride-feel combine to deliver an 
incredible performance value.

SmartForm C3:
C3 is where our performance obsession meets common-sense 
value. SmartForm C3 frames use the same 6061 aluminum alloy, 
and the same techniques as the rest of the SmartForm line but 
are rendered in a manner that makes them less costly. Less 
aggressive butting, less radical tube-shaping and our smooth 
welds only in areas where it's vital for strength and beauty. Even 
though it's our entry-level construction, it's true Cannondale 
Advanced Aluminum Design and nicer than anything else in its 
class.
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SAVE Micro-Suspension Technology™

What it is:

Areas in the frame, fork or seatpost 
that are engineered to flex to absorb 
shock and vibration.

Why it Matters:

SAVE improves rider comfort, 
handling and control.

SAVE technology is all about reducing road shock and vibration. By pairing 
precise tube shapes with sophisticated carbon lay‐up or highly manipulated 
aluminum, we are able to create areas on the rear chainstays and seat stays, 
fork or seatpost that can deflect to absorb shock, while staying completely 
rigid laterally and torsionally. The enhanced vertical compliance provided by 
these combined features greatly improves comfort and performance. The 
SAVE system ranges from relatively simple shaping of the rear stays on more 
entry-level bikes, like Quick or Trail, all the way up to to highly sophisticated 
systems that incorporate directional carbon lay-up and tube shaping in the 
rear triangle, fork, seat tube and seatpost, like those found on the Synapse and 
SuperSix EVO.

Originally featured on the first Synapse Carbon (It started as an acronym for 
Synapse Active Vibration Elimination), SAVE Micro-Suspension Technology has 
evolved and expanded into virtually every part of our line-up. 
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Save Elements

SAVE Seatpost

Directional carbon layup and a flattened SAVE section near the top gives this 
ultralight post up to 40% more comfort than comparable posts. 

 » 25.4mm Diameter: 300mm, 350mm, 400mm

 » 27.2mm Diameter: 400mm

 
Rear Triangle 
The rear triangle a key part of every SAVE system. The chainstays and seatstays are dramatically 
flattened and shaped to allow them to flex slightly vertically to absorb shock, while maintaining 
great lateral stiffness. One of the main benefits of the SAVE rear triangle is that since the 
chainstays and seatstays are designed to flex in unison, it allows the wheel to track the ground 
whether the rider is seated or standing, unlike competitors’ systems that pair flexing seatstays 
or seat tubes with stiff, oversized chainstays, which primarily offer comfort only when the rider 
is seated. On many SAVE systems, the rear triangle and the fork are designed to work together, 
creating a balanced feel front to back.

 
Fork 
SAVE forks are designed to allow a controlled amount of shock-absorbing deflection, while 
keeping the fork legs aligned to ensure precise steering control. This is accomplished with 
directionally optimized carbon lay-up, and offset dropouts that allow the fork legs to extend at 
a shallower angle while keeping the axle in the optimal position. SAVE forks are engineered to 
complement the deflection of the rear triangle, creating a true micro-suspension system that 
allows the wheels to track over imperfect surfaces, whether the rider is seated or standing for 
better traction and handling, higher speeds and faster cornering.

 
Seat Post and Seat Tube 
Many of SAVE systems feature seatposts and seat tubes designed to flex under load, providing 
additional comfort when seated. The smaller diameter 25.4mm seatposts — especially the SAVE 
seatpost — found on SuperSix, CAAD12, Synapse and SuperX offer more compliance than larger 
diameter posts. The seatpost is complimented by a seat tube that, either through directional 
carbon layup, directional tube shaping, or a combination of both, is able to bow in concert with 
the seatpost, absorbing shock and reducing the energy-sapping muscle micro-trauma caused 
by long days in the saddle.
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LockR Locking Pivot Thru-Axles

What it is:

Unique expanding thru-axles create 
a super solid connection between 
swingarm and main frame.

Why it Matters:

LockR axles reduce flex and play 
between swingarm and frame to 
improve respon-siveness.

A frame is only as stiff as its weakest parts. On dual suspension bikes, those 
weakest parts are often the crucial bearings and links that join the swingarm 
to the front triangle. The vague, imprecise sensation felt on so many bikes is 
caused by the subtle movement and flex that occurs in the connecting hard-
ware as the loads on the bike shift from side-to-side. To combat this, we creat-
ed LockR. The LockR pivots are oversized thru-axles with expanding collets at 
either end. When tightened, these collets expand and lock inside both sides  
of the swingarm, making the axle a structural part of the swingarm and help-
ing it resist twisting loads far better than conventional pivot axles. As a bonus, 
LockR axles require no special tools to adjust.
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OPI One Piece Integration

What it is:

A process to forge complex parts from 
a single block of aluminum.

Why it Matters:

It creates lighter, stiffer and stronger 
aluminum parts.

Cannondale’s proprietary 3D forging process allows us to take structures that 
would ordinarily consist of multiple pieces that would be bolted, bonded, welded 
or otherwise joined together and turn them into single-piece forged parts. A 
single block of aluminum is run through a series of different forging steps that 
can shape the material into complex forms, which are then machined into the 
final shape. By forging the pieces from a single block of aluminum, we end up 
with exceptionally good grain alignment, which makes the parts stronger, and we 
eliminate excess, overlapping or redundant material, which makes them lighter. 
This technology makes parts like the new Lefty Ocho upper leg/crown structure, 
the HollowGram Si cranks and the SpideRing chainrings possible.
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BB30 / BB30A

What it is:

A revolutionary bottom bracket 
technology, invented by Cannondale 
and adopted industry-wide.

Why it Matters:

It creates lighter, stiffer cranks and 
bottom brackets for greater pedaling 
efficiency.

Back in 2000, Cannondale revolutionized bottom bracket technology by over-
sizing the bottom bracket shell and replacing the heavy, flexy steel BB spindle 
with a 30mm aluminum spindle with a unique, stress-reducing wave-taper 
crank interface. The result was BB30, a system that is not only significantly 
lighter, but also significantly stiffer than traditional designs. We released the 
design as a free industry standard and the rest, as they say, is history. BB30 is 
now available in many different spindle widths and and configurations to fit 
different designs but the 30 mm spindle and wave-taper crank interface remain 
the same.

An example of this is the BB30A found on found on bikes like the Synapse,  
EVO and CAAD12. The "A" stands for Asymmetric - the BB30A adds 5mm 
to the non-drive side of the BB shell for a wider, stiffer base. To accomodate 
the wider BB shell, the BB30A gets a longer spindle and the non-drive side 
crankarm angle is changed to maintain the same Q factor and even out ankle 
clearance on both sides. Cannondale HollowGram BB30A cranks will work  
on both BB30 (68mm BB width) and BB30A (73mm BB width) by changing the 
non-drive side spacers.
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Cranksets

What it is:

System Integrated cranksets that set 
the industry standard for light weight 
and stiffness.

Why it Matters:

Lighter, stiffer cranks are more 
efficient, and making our own cranks 
and spiders allows us to create System 
Integrated solutions like Ai or our Fat 
Bike offset for better performance.

Ever since we created the first HollowGram crank along with the original BB30 
bottom bracket, our cranksets have been a crucial element in our System Integ-
ration philosophy. Not only do they set the benchmark for weight and stiffness 
in each class, but the fact that we make our own cranks and chainrings 
really frees our engineers up to develop innovative performance solutions 
without worrying about the constraints of common standards. Advantages 
like the short chainstays of our Ai rear triangles, or the narrow Q factor of our 
Fat Bikes are only possible when you design your frames and cranks together as 
a system. All cranks are BB30, of course, and all feature the same interchange-
able spider interface to allow you to quickly and easily change chainrings to suit 
your preference.
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Cranksets
HollowGram SiSL2
The most advanced crankset in the world. The ultimate in lightweight stiffness.
The evolution of the revolution. 15 years ago, the original Cannondale Hollow-
Gram crank started the BB30 revolution and set a new standard for ultra-light, 
super-stiff cranks. The most current evolution of the HollowGram, the SiSL2, 
continues this tradition of radical innovation. These hollow cranks are created 
by bonding together two machined, heat-treated clamshell halves with a super-
strong anaerobic bonding agent. Extensive FEA modelling and physical testing 
have allowed us to refi ne the internal and external shapes for the ultimate in 
stiffness-to-weight. The result is one of the lightest, stiffest cranksets ever made. 
Compatible with all Cannondale Si Spiders and SpideRings.

HollowGram Si™
Our patented OPI 3D forging process enables us to build hollow, seamless 
crankarms that are not only extremely light but also incredibly strong and stiff. 
In fact, they are the stiffest, strongest crankarms we've ever made. Lighter 
and stiffer than Dura Ace and completely compatible with every HollowGram 
spider and chainring set-up, the HollowGram Si cranks bring top-level perfor-
mance to more pricepoints.

Cannondale Si™
These lightweight, FEA-optimized, solid forged crankarms bring Cannondale 
System Integrated performance to more pricepoints than ever before. Lighter 
than Ultegra or Force Carbon cranks, they share more than just a family resem-
blance with the HollowGram cranks. They share the same interchangeable 
spider interface and are fully BB30 and BB30A compatible.
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SpideRings

OPI SpideRing SL™

OPI SpideRing™

OPI 1X MTB SpideRing

As beautiful as the cranks are, the most eye-catching feature of the cranks are the OPI SpideRings. 
Inspired by auto racing wheels, these one-piece spider and rings are 3D forged and machined from 
a single block of aluminum. This one-piece design saves weight and reduces chainring deflection 
for crisper, more precise shifts. SpideRings are available in many different configurations and are 
retrofittable to all Hollowgram cranks.

OPI SpideRing™
This SpideRing is a 3D-forged, 8-arm design that delivers exception-
al shifting performance and only weighs 30 grams more than the SL. 
Available in 52/36 and 50/34 chainring combinations. 
Weight: 190 grams (50/34)

OPI SpideRing SL™
The original SpideRing. Featuring a 3D-forged, 10-arm design and 
obsessive weight-saving machining throughout, this spider / ring 
combo is the best shifting ultralight chainring set on the market. 
Available in 53/39, 52/36 and 50/34 chainring combinations. 
Weight: 160 grams (50/34)

OPI 1x MTB SpideRing
Ultralight, durable SpideRing tech for the MTB world. 10-arm, radial 
arm design with X-Sync thick/thin tooth profiles for chain retention 
and only 46 grams (30t). The crankarm interface on these rings is 
not keyed, so the rings can be rotated 90 degrees for maximum 
longevity. 

- Standard: 50t, 44t, 40t, 38t, 34t, 32t, 30t

- Ai (6mm offset): 30t, 32t, 34t
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Power2Max

What it is:

Power2Max NG ECO Ready-to-Activate 
Power Meters Included on Select 2019 
Cannondale Road Models.

Why it Matters:

Power measurement is a valuable tool 
for anyone serious about improving 
their performance, but adding a power 
meter system to your rig can be a costly 
and complex project. To make it as 
easy as possible for our riders to join 
the power revolution, we’ve partnered 
with Power2Max to offer their ready-to-
activate NG Eco Power Meter Systems 
on select 2019 models.

A pro power meter for everyone, the NG Eco is a spider-based system that offers 
complete dual-sided and reliable power measurement with+/- 2 % precision, 
cadence, and ANT+ and Bluetooth Smart compatibility. The systems come fully 
installed and calibrated, with the Cadence function activated. To activate the rest of 
the features, simply log in to the Power2Max website, pay a one-time fee of €XXX 
(a savings of €XXX over the retail cost of the HollowGram compatible system), sync 
it with your smartphone and start training smarter. No additional parts to buy, no 
installation costs, no monthly fees.  

Power2Max NG Eco

Data Transmission ANT+ / Bluetooth

Precision +/- 2%

Cadence Yes - Pre-Activated

Dual-Sided Measurement Yes

Temperature Compensation Yes

Power Supply Battery CR2450

Battery Life Up to 400h
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What it is:

Power2Max NG ECO Ready-to-Activate 
Power Meters Included on Select 2019 
Cannondale Road Models.

Why it Matters:

Power measurement is a valuable tool 
for anyone serious about improving 
their performance, but adding a power 
meter system to your rig can be a costly 
and complex project. To make it as 
easy as possible for our riders to join 
the power revolution, we’ve partnered 
with Power2Max to offer their ready-to-
activate NG Eco Power Meter Systems 
on select 2019 models.

Our DownLow dropper post is an infi nitely adjustable, easily serviceable, air/hydraulic unit with a sweet cable remote. 
It goes up. It goes down. You need one.

Get Down On The DownLow
 » 31.6 diameter

 » Alloy Construction with slot key bushings and wiper seals

 » Preset Airspring for no-fuss setup

 » Carbon and Alloy Seat Rail Compatible

 » Zero Offset Head

 » Internal Routing

 » 1x Cable Remote - with cable head at post for easier installation (2x 
Compatible Remote Available For Purchase) located on lever for 
easy set up.

Weight:

 » 570g (440mm) / Remote - 55g

Length Travel Min Insertion
Set Rail Height 
at Full Insertion

440mm 150mm 100mm 208mm

390mm 125mm 100mm 183mm

340mm 100mm 100mm 158mm

DownLow Dropper Seatpost
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From high mountain passes to rugged backroads to winding singletrack, Cannondale's wheel systems are engineered to give 
you the advantage. Each wheel is created  with our System Integrated approach to performance to provide the best balance of 
weight, stiffness, aerodynamics and comfort.

HollowGram KNØT 64 Aero Wheelset

Developed as a core element of the new SystemSix road bike, the KNØT 64 wheels are some of the absolute fastest wheels on the planet, 
producing less drag across the entire yaw-weighted spectrum than the best offerings from Zipp, HED, ENVE, Mavic and others. Even more 
impressively, they were designed specifically around larger volume (26mm and up) tires, so they deliver this aero advantage with all the  
benefits in comfort, grip and rolling resistance that bigger tires can offer.

 
HollowGram KNØT 64 Carbon Clincher

 » 21mm inner width: This increases the effective tire volume, making tires measure much larger than they would on a narrower rim (a 23c tire 
measures over 26mm wide, and a 25c almost 28mm wide).

 » Huge 32mm outer rim width: – The disc-only design of the  KNØT 64  allowed us to push the width out to 32mm (the widest we know of) for 
optimal aerodynamics with larger tires. The wider profile helps air displaced by the larger (26mm+) tire re-attach quickly to the rim, reducing 
turbulence and drag.

 » The KNØT 64 wheels are optimized around a 23c (26mm) tire, but the design exhibits minimal changes in drag with even larger tires, giving 
riders the option to go even bigger without significant aero penalty (less than 1w at 48 km/h for 28mm).

 » 64mm deep, full carbon rim, Long sheet carbon construction. Disc Specific

 » Hubs: Front - HollowGram KNØT front - ultra small thru-axle hub reduces weight and aero drag / Rear - HollowGram by DT Swiss - 18t 
ratchet system freehub / Center Lock disc / Speed Release Thru-axles

 » DT Aerolite bladed straight-pull spokes - 20 front (2cross), 28 rear (3cross) - Alloy nipples

 » Tubeless Compatible 
 
Weight:

 » Front: 765g / Rear: 877g  - Total: 1642g

HollowGram Road Wheelsets

Our premium road wheelsets feature a medium-depth aero profile, full carbon rim for a great blend of aero benefits and ultra light weight. 
The  wide internal rim widths offer improved tire volume and shape for better ride feel and handling. The custom hubs have offset flanges for 
equal spoke angles for better stiffness and strength.

 
HollowGram SL Disc Carbon Clincher

 » 1442 grams/set

 » 35mm deep, full carbon rim. Long sheet carbon construction. Disc-specific.

 » Rim width: 19mm internal /25mm external.

 » Hubs: Rear - HollowGram by DT Swiss - 18t ratchet system freehub / Front - HollowGram custom front, Center Lock Disc - 9mm and 12mm 
thru axle compatible

 » DT Aerolite bladed straight-pull spokes 24 front (radial/3cross), 28 rear (3cross) - Alloy nipples

 » Tubeless Compatible

HollowGram Si Disc Carbon Clincher

 » 1474 grams/set

 » 35mm deep, full carbon rim. Long sheet carbon construction. Disc-specific.

 » Rim width: 19mm internal /25mm external.

 » Hubs: HollowGram custom,  39t/3-pawl freehub for fast engagement, sealed precision bearings, Center Lock Disc - 9mm and 12mm thru 
axle compatible

 » DT Aerolite bladed straight-pull spokes 24 front (radial/3cross), 28 rear (3cross) - Alloy nipples

 » Tubeless Compatible

Wheel Systems
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HollowGram Disc Carbon Clincher

 » 1520 grams/set

 » 35mm deep, full carbon rim. Long sheet carbon construction. Disc-specifi c.

 » Rim width: 19mm internal /25mm external.

 » Hubs: HollowGram custom,  39t/3-pawl freehub for fast engagement, sealed precision bearings, Center Lock Disc - 9mm and 12mm thru 
axle compatible

 » HollowGram bladed straight-pull spokes 24 front (radial/3cross), 28 rear (3cross) - Alloy nipples

 » Tubeless Compatible

HollowGram SL Carbon Clincher

 » 1378 grams/set

 » 35mm deep, full carbon rim. Long sheet carbon construction. 

 » Rim width: 17mm internal /25mm external.

 » Hubs: HollowGram 24t/3-pawl freehub for fast engagement, sealed precision bearings

 » HollowGram bladed spokes. j-bend, 16 front (radial), 24 rear (radial/2cross) - Internal alloy nipples

HollowGram Si Carbon Clincher

 » 1392 grams/set

 » 35mm deep, full carbon rim. Long sheet carbon construction. 

 » Rim width: 17mm internal /25mm external.

 » Hubs: HollowGram 24t/3-pawl freehub for fast engagement, sealed precision bearings

 » HollowGram spokes, 14/15g double butted, 18 front (radial), 24 rear (radial/2cross) - Internal alloy nipples
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From high mountain passes to rugged backroads to winding singletrack, Cannondale's wheel systems are engineered to give 
you the advantage. Each wheel is created  with our System Integrated approach to performance to provide the best balance of 
weight, stiffness, aerodynamics and comfort.

Mountain Wheelsets

HollowGram 23

These XC-focused full carbon wheels are both ultra light and super stout, great for racing or fast trail riding. The 23mm internal rim width 
strikes the right balance between the solid bead retention and tire profile of wider rims, and the lightweight rotational mass of narrower rims.

 
HollowGram 23 Si Carbon Clincher

 » 27.5" / 29"

 » 1475 grams/set (27.5), 1593 grams/set (29)

 » Tubeless Compatible

 » Rim width: 23mm internal /29mm external.

 » Hubs: Rear - HollowGram by DT Swiss, 18t ratchet system freehub, Centerlock disc, 142x12mm. 
Front - Lefty 60 front, sealed precision bearings, 6-bolt disc."

 » HollowGram spokes, 14/15g double butted, 3 cross pattern. 28 hole front and rear.  - Alloy nipples

 » Ai 6mm offset

HollowGram 23 Carbon Clincher

 » 27.5" / 29"

 » 1503 grams/set (27.5), 1641 grams/set (29)

 » Tubeless Compatible

 » Rim width: 23mm internal /29mm external.

 » Hubs: Rear - SRAM 900, 135x9mm. Front - Lefty 60 front, sealed precision bearings, 6-bolt disc.

 » HollowGram 14g straight-pull spokes, 3 cross pattern. 28 hole front and rear. Alloy nipples

 » Ai 6mm offset
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HollowGram 30

These lightweight, progressive trail oriented full carbon wheels feature a wide 30mm internal bead width, providing great tire volume and 
bead retention for aggressive trail riding.

HollowGram 30 Carbon Clincher 

 » 27.5" 

 » 1790 grams

 » 27mm deep, full carbon rim. Long sheet carbon construction. Disc-specifi c.

 » Rim width: 30mm internal /35mm external.

 » Hubs: Rear - HollowGram by DT Swiss, 18t ratchet system freehub, Centerlock disc, 148x12mm. 
Front - HollowGram custom 110x15mm, sealed precision bearings, 6-bolt disc"

 » HollowGram spokes, 14/15g double butted, straightpull, 3 cross pattern. 28 hole front and rear.  - Alloy nipples

 » Ai  offset (6mm on 142x12, 3mm on 148x12mm)

 » Tubeless Compatible, 30mm inner width, Tubeless kit included
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All-New Lefty Ocho

What it is:

The world’s first single crown, single-
sided suspension fork, designed from 
the ground up to be the, smoothest, 
most advanced, most precise-
handling ultralight XC fork ever made. 
It is a whole new level of XC race 
performance. 

 

Why it Matters:
Unique design doesn't flex or bind like 
other forks, for the ultimate in precise 
control and handling.

Suspension of Disbelief
The all-new Lefty Ocho is for the XC rider who believes in results. The incredibly 
smooth suspension action that results from the lowest friction of any fork structure 
out there. The climb-crushing speed that results from having one of the lightest 
suspension forks in the world. The line-owning precision that results from having 
best-in-class overall stiffness, tuned for maximum control. And the confidence that 
results from knowing you're on the most advanced, ground-breaking, preconceived-
notion-destroying, XC-race-winning fork ever created. They're the kind of results  
that result in...well...real results.

For more information about LEFTY, visit the innovation page at: www.cannondale.com/lefty
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Suspension of Disbelief

Ultra Light

The fi rst single-crown, single-sided XC suspension fork in the world saves weight in 
the most obvious way. With just one crown and one leg, all material is concentrated 
where needed for strength and stiffness, making it one of the lightest suspension 
forks in the world — 250 grams lighter than previous Lefty. Less un-sprung mass than 
traditional forks for better suspension response. And a tapered steerer for lighter 
weight and total compatibility. 

The Smoothest Fork Ever Made

Suspension is movement. The smoother it can move, the better it can do its job. 
Insulating you from impacts. Floating through the chop. Tracking over the things 
that would throw you off. Delivering you where you want to go. When it comes to 
smoothness, Ocho stands alone. Fewer friction-causing bushings and seals than 
any other fork. The supple new Chamber damper. And the new Delta Cage evolution 
of Lefty's revolutionary needle bearing telescope assembly. It all adds up to the 
smoothest fork ever made. No sticking, no binding, no shuddering or hesitation, 
no matter how hard you push it. Just pure, smooth action always, for ultimate control.

Race-Tuned Stiffness

Lefty Ocho has the best overall stiffness of any lightweight XC fork, which is great. But 
what separates it from the rest is not so much how stiff it is, but rather how it is stiff. 
Because stiffness, like so many things, is a double-edged sword: Too fl exy and you've 
got a noodle that won't go where it's told. Too stiff, or stiff in the wrong places, and it 
wants to ricochet and bounce, instead of fl oat and fl ow. Ocho's unique single-crown 
design, and triangle-in-triangle telescope, give us unprecedented ability to tailor the 
stiffness of the fork. For the stiffness to go, and the give to fl ow.
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Lefty Ocho - Technology

Single Crown Structure
Rather than being spread thin over two legs and a full crown, 
Ocho focuses all of its material on just one side, giving our 
engineers unprecedented control over how and where the 
fork flexes. More beef where you want it, less where you 
don't.

Delta Cage Needle-Bearings

Where traditional forks slide on four sets of tight-fitting, 
friction-generating bushings, Ocho slides on three, smooth-
rolling packs of needle-bearings. For added reliability, the 
bearing packs are now held in a connected Delrin cage, 
meaning bearing migration is virtually eliminated as well. 
No sticking, no binding. Just incredibly smooth suspension 
action, no matter how hard you push it. 

Triangle-in-Triangle

Ocho's three-sided needle-bearing system creates a 
triangle-within-a-triangle interface between the inner and 
outer legs, which prevents them from rotating relative to 
each other for crazy-precise steering. Traditional forks, on 
the other hand, have round tubes sliding inside other round 
tubes for, well, less steering precision.
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Lefty Ocho - Technology

Chamber Damper

All-new self-bleeding, heat compensating, high flow IFP 
damper, with external compression and rebound adjust. 
Smooth, supple, spike-free damping in all conditions.

Compression Adjust

Easy-to-reach dial offers 6 clicks of wide-range compression 
adjustment. 

StopLock Brake Mount

Self-aligning brake mount removes with just one turn of a 
5mm hex and the press of a button. Quicker, simpler wheel 
removal.
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Lefty Ocho - Technology

Tapered Steerer

Unlike older dual-crown Leftys, Ocho features a normal tapered 1-1/2" to 1-1/8" steerer. Lighter. Simpler. And universally 
compatible.

Integrated Axle

The 25mm to 15mm tapered axle is forged as an integral part of the lower leg, which gives it stiffness that bolt-on axles just 
can't match.

OppO Air Spring

New OppO (air OppOsing air) air spring system automatically self-adjusts to create perfectly balanced positive and negative 
airsprings for any rider weight. It uses a simple, robust dimple-style air-bypass, free of mechanical parts, for total reliability.

Cable Lockout

Simple, reliable cable remote lever engages lockout on the fork or fork and rear shock.

Ramp Clamps

Simple volume-adjust spacers let you fine tune your spring rate for personalized performance.

SideCar Air Valve

Easier to access. Reduces rotor contamination.

Guide Guard

Protects the lower leg and cleanly routes brake housing. No rubbing, no rattling, no worries.
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Lefty Ocho - Technology

Needle Bearings 

Needle bearings are pretty simple. Basically, they are a bunch of little, cylindrical pieces of hardened steel that allow two 
flat surfaces to roll past each other, instead of sliding across each other, which is good because rolling generates a lot less 
friction than sliding.

Cannondale forks use either three or four strips of needle bearings, sandwiched between hardened steel races on the inner 
and outer legs. These bearings allow the inner leg to roll smoothly through the outer leg, regardless of how much braking or 
steering force is being applied.

Traditional forks rely on bushings, which are rings of slippery plastic, to allow their inner and outer legs to slide past each 
other and prevent play between the legs. But no matter how slick the surfaces are, as the forces increase, so does the friction, 
so under heavy loads, the fork is less smooth.

Hybrid Needle Bearing System

All Leftys use a Hybrid Needle Bearing System, which pairs Cannondale's proprietary needle bearings with a lower glide 
bushing that increases stiffness, especially deep in the travel.

With traditional forks, the bushings are fixed in place, so the distance between them and the "overlap" between the inner 
and outer legs, doesn't change as the fork moves through its travel.

With the Hybrid Needle Bearing System, the bushing stays fixed, while the needle bearings roll away from it as the fork 
compresses. This increases the distance between these two points of contact between the inner and outer legs, increasing 
the "overlap" and radically increasing the forks rigidity as it moves into its travel. Better control when things get rough.

 Home Science Experiment?

 » To get a quick sense of needle bearings vs bushings, place two or more round pens parallet between the palms of your hands and roll 
your hands back and forth over each other. That's needle bearings.

 » Remove the pens and rub your hands together. Notice how the friction increases as you press them more tightly together. That's bushings. 
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Lefty Ocho Carbon

Lefty Ocho Carbon Key Features

 » XC Race

TRAVEL 
100 mm

WHEEL SIZE 
 » 29”

 » 27.5”

UPPER
OPI alloy one-piece outer leg and crown w/ alloy steerer.

LOWER 
OPI one-piece alloy lower leg.

DAMPER
 » Chamber IFP Damper with external compression and 
rebound adjust.

 » OppO Self-Adjusting Airspring.

 » Cable Remote Lockout.

FORK RAKE
 » 55mm offset (29")

 » 50mm offset (27.5")

HUB
Lefty 60

WEIGHT
1446g
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Lefty Ocho Alloy
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Lefty Ocho Alloy Key Features

 » XC Race

TRAVEL 
100 mm

WHEEL SIZE 
 » 29”

 » 27.5”

UPPER
One-piece continuous carbon upper leg, crown and steerer.

LOWER 
OPI one-piece alloy lower leg.

DAMPER
 » Chamber IFP Damper with external compression and 
rebound adjust.

 » OppO Self-Adjusting Airspring.

 » Cable Remote Lockout.

FORK RAKE
 » 55mm offset (29")

 » 50mm offset (27.5")

HUB
Lefty 60

WEIGHT
1735g
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Lefty Oliver

For more information about LEFTY, visit the innovation page at: www.cannondale.com/lefty

What it is:

Ultra stiff, ultra smooth single-sided fork 
for gravel bikes. 

Why it Matters:

Unique design doesn't flex or bind like 
other forks, for the ultimate in precise 
control and handling.

Own Your Line.

The Oliver are purpose-specific versions of the classic Lefty design. Their dual-crown, 
single leg structure delivers burly stiffness that dual-legged forks just can't match, 
and their smooth-rolling needle bearing internals keeps the suspension moving 
fluidly, even under loads that cause other forks to bind. Oliver is built for our Slate 
gravel machine.
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Lefty Oliver
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Lefty Oliver Key Features

TRAVEL 
30mm

WHEEL SIZE 
650b/700c

OUTER LEG
 » Carbon - Filament-wound Carbon fiber with dual alloy crowns 

 » 42mm diameter

INNER LEG
 » OPI 3D-forged one-piece lower leg and axle

 » Ultra smooth, hard-anodized finish

 » 32mm diameter

CROWN SPACING
SM - 97mm

MD - 110mm

LG - 122mm

XL - 134mm

DAMPER
 » Oliver Isolated Damper Technology

 » MAP - Multi-Surface Air Preload System eliminates "bobbing" 
while eating the bumps on multi-surface roads.

 » PBR Controls

FORK RAKE
45mm

HUB
Lefty 50

MINIMUM STEM LENGTH
50mm

WEIGHT
1290g

Our very first road-going Lefty. With 30mm of travel and Lefty's unmatchable rigidity, Oliver blows open the horizons,  
kicks down limitations and lets you ride wherever your heart desires.

CROWN 
SPACING
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